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Legal Notice Copyright 1968-2018 Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. All Rights Reserved roberto984 Posted on 24/2/2011, 10:45 Hello everyone.. I recently bought an envirude 521 engine, but I can't find the maintenance booklet... Some of you can help me???   7S0PONSOARPA7EIZZAUJT0FJO-
1 Page 27S0PONSOARPA7EIZZAUJT0FJO-1 Page 37S0PONSOARPA7EIZZAUJT0FJO-1 Evinrude E TEC NEW 25 hp outboard engine, 2-speed direct injection on two-cylinder (578 cc), manual and electric start, and control bar handcuffs, short stem model 25DTE complete with 22 liter tank. This
engine, like that of the E-Tec series, can be considered unique in terms of performance, reliability, consumption and pollution. E-Tec technology makes these outboard engines the cleanest in the world, along with exceptional torque and power values. No scheduled maintenance for three years and no
running-ins to do. Minimal consumption thanks to the layered combustion of the mixture, all managed electronically, and up to 5 hours of oil-free navigation (without engine damage) thanks to the S.A.F.E. system and emergency manual start-up. The 25DTE model is 2-cylinder in-line (578 cc), aluminum
propeller, weight 72 Kg, power 19 Kw (25 Hp) at 5500 rpm, maximum speed 5000/6000 rpm, 75 amp controller controlled by computer and variable voltage with 1100 Watts output power. EPA 2006 certifications; CARB 3 stars; EU 2006. Discover the E-Tec world by visiting our information pages: Click
here ! Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance and to provide you with relevant ads. If you continue to browse the site, you agree to use cookies on this website. See our user agreement and privacy policy. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance and to
provide you with relevant ads. If you continue to browse the site, you agree to use cookies on this website. For more information, see our privacy policy and user agreement. Zogno (BG) - Yesterday at 16:49
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